
DNV serving the energy industry

Go strong.

dnv eneRgy main offices:

Refining and  
petrochemicals



DNV provides world-class expertise in technology, opera-
tions, management and risk. We combine our know-how 
into a professional service concept designed to safely 
improve the performance of your business. So you can 
go strong on all dimensions.

| THIS IS DNV |
 
DNV is a global provider of  services for managing risk. established 
in 1864, DNV is an independent foundation with the purpose of 
safeguarding life, property and the environment. DNV comprises 
300 offices in 100 countries, with 7,000 employees. DNV energy 
is one of four business areas in DNV, alongside DNV maritime, DNV 
industry and DNV iT global services. our vision is global impact for 
a safe and sustainable future.
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DNV SERVICES TO THE ENERGY INDUSTRY

u Enterprise Risk Management
u SHE Risk Management
u Technology Qualification
u Verification
u Offshore Classification
u Asset Risk Management
u Training
u IT Risk Management
u Certification

TARGET SEGMENTS

Through these services, our teams of highly qualified 
professionals deliver cutting-edge solutions to customers 
across the industry:
u Deep and ultra-deepwater field development
u Floaters
u Fixed structures
u Offshore and onshore pipelines
u Natural Gas/LNG
u Refining and petrochemicals
u Power generation and transmission
u Wind, wave and tidal energy
u Arctic operations and technology
u Operations excellence
u Carbon capture and storage

| Refining and petRochemicals |



Refining your   performance – responsibly



DNV has a long history of helping our clients to identify, assess and 
manage their risks and opportunities. We provide integrated services 
that allow the industry to function more efficiently while improving safety 
and environmental performance. This allows our customers to operate 
their facilities with greater confidence and demonstrate to their stakeholders 
that they are effectively managing risks.

| RefiNiNg aND peTRochemicals | 

The refining and petrochemical industries face an increasingly challeng-
ing level of stakeholder expectations. companies must produce fuels 
and chemicals at a reasonable cost, while consistently operating in a 
safe and socially responsible manner. in addition, the industry needs 
to respond to the demand for cleaner fuels by upgrading existing refinery 
technologies and developing new fuel sources and additives. These poten-
tial investments will involve risks that operators need to address.

Refining your   performance – responsibly
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pRojecT 
phases:

DNV eNeRgy 
DeliVeRies:

feasibility  
& concept 
selection

stRategy design

The BUsiNess life cycle

DNV – assisting companies in the 
energy industry along the entire 
life cycle to safeguard and improve 
business performance

pRocess safety management

she Risk management

business case assessment

pRoject Risk management

Reliability assessment

acquisition suppoRt

design suppoRt

peRfoRmance foRecasting

opeRations excellence



| RefiNiNg aND peTRochemicals | 

constRuction installation & 
commissioning

opeRation &  
life extension

decommissioning

pRocess safety management

tRoubleshooting & incident investigation

quality suRveillance and inspection 

mateRial and coRRosion testing

inspection & maintenance management

divestment suppoRt

design suppoRt
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Margins in the refining and petrochemical 
industries remain tight and assets are ageing. 
Meanwhile, several high-profile accidents 
have reduced stakeholders’ confidence that 
the industry is capable of managing its risks. 
In response to these challenges, companies 
have made significant investments to main-
tain and extend capacity and reduce costs. 
Yet, the public demands improved safety 
and environmental performance for both 
products and production processes. In this 
context, risk management of people, plant 
and processes is crucial. It must be achieved 
by applying effective risk management solu-
tions and adopting global best practices.

pRotecting people

The refining and petrochemical industries 
process materials that can be hazardous to 
human health and to the environment. 
Nonetheless, well managed plants can operate 
safely and efficiently throughout their life-
cycle. DNV has a history of developing and 
applying tools and techniques for identifying, 

assessing and managing risks in hazardous 
industries.

DNV applies its own risk-based methods and 
advanced software tools to ensure that hazards 
are identified and understood throughout 
the lifecycle of projects and operations. We 
adapt our approach to the relevant client 
challenges, applying the full range of DNV 
capabilities and experience to help you 
identify, understand and manage the sources 
of risk within your organisation. We ensure 
that you make optimal strategic and opera-
tional decisions related to SHE issues, by 
developing solutions based on:

Integrated SHE risk management and Xu

strategic decision support
Hazard identification, likelihood and Xu

consequence assessment, and risk 
assessment
Process Safety ManagementXu

Environmental impact and risk Xu

management
SHE performance reviewsXu

Management systems development  Xu

and benchmarking using isrs7

Emergency planning, response and Xu

incident investigation

plant peRfoRmance

Over the last decade, DNV has developed a 
unique methodology to forecast the long-
term performance of complex assets. This 
methodology can be applied to a multitude 
of assets including refineries, petrochemical 
plants, and distribution networks. The out-
come of these studies can be used to identify 
overall production efficiencies, model options 
in relation to expansion projects and rank 
upgrading opportunities as a function of 
added value and cost benefit. 

DNV uses dynamic simulations to generate 
a quantitative picture of performance on 
various levels: starting with equipment relia-
bility at the base then moving through unit 
reliability, unit utilisation and ending with 
production efficiency as a whole. We work 

Protecting people,  
plant and processes
The refining and processing industries face the challenge of improving 
competitiveness while also enhancing safety and environmental 
performance. DNV helps you build stakeholder trust and confidence by 
effectively managing the opportunities and risks related to these goals.

seRVices oVeRVieW

Nippon gohsei UK, a manufacturer of pack-
aging plastics, asked DNV energy to capture 
the knowledge gained in commissioning a 
new plant, to ensure that it could transition 
to operations safely, successfully and effec-
tively. The assignment included an assessment 
of the plant’s environmental efficiency and 
capability to operate within the requirements 
of its ippc permit. Nippon gohsei also asked 
DNV to assist it in demonstrating its commit-
ment to quality and the environment, by 
promoting continual improvement in business 
excellence within the efQm framework and 
achieving certification to the iso 9001 and 
14001 standards.  

DNV developed a management system and 
an implementation programme that have 
increased plant effectiveness by utilising syner-
gies in sheQ disciplines. We developed busi-
ness continuity and emergency response 
contingency plans, linked these to the iden-
tification of major risks and trained the staff 
in executing the plans. finally, we assisted 
the plant in hazard identification and risk 
assessment, to inform the pre-construction 
safety report and comah report required 
by regulators. 

This work has helped Nippon gohsei turn 
the proposed plant into a safe and environ-
mentally responsible reality.

case:

NippoN gohsei
safe plant 
opeRations

| | 

dnv’s experts help you 
manage risk effectively.



| RefiNiNg aND peTRochemicals | 

with clients to ensure that each simulation 
model developed incorporates their under-
standing of the asset and the way it operates 
within their organisation. Typical deliverables 
from such studies include:

Identification of bottlenecks and key Xu

performance drivers 
Setting of performance targets Xu

Evaluation and prioritisation of investment Xu

opportunities

impRoving pRocesses

Refining and petrochemicals operators face 
a range of risks far broader than health and 
safety incidents. Risk in this industry also 
includes any effects that could hamper the 
performance of the business, such as project 
delays, unplanned downtime or unexpected 
external events. New projects can also intro-
duce unexpected risks that may offset the 
additional opportunities they provide. 

DNV uses its proprietary technology, isrs7, to 
assess the effectiveness of the key business 

processes within an organisation, determine 
the overall health of the business, benchmark 
business processes against global best practices 
and develop improvement plans where 
required. isrs7 was developed as a Joint Industry 
Project (JIP) between DNV and partners from 
the nuclear, chemical and petrochemical 
industries worldwide. The development of 
isrs7 PSM enhances and focuses the existing 
isrs7 tools in a key area of concern for the 
industry. isrs7 helps you achieve: 

Systematic and effective risk controlXu

Advanced management decision supportXu

Improved safety, environmental and Xu

business performance
The ability to meet and exceed regulatory Xu

requirements
Optimised work processes using industry Xu

best practices
Internal and external benchmarkingXu

Improved behaviour and commitment  Xu

of personnel
Continual improvement through a Xu

single integrated management system

cRitical issue:
plant transition from design to safe operations.

solution:
management system.

deliveRables: 
implementation programme, recommendations 
for organisational enhancements.

value deliveRed:
increased effectiveness, reduced costs and fewer 
inconsistencies. 

| 

 1 business oveRview
 2 leadeRship & oRganisation
 3 opeRations
 4 maintenance
 5 inspection
 6 she
 7 quality
 8 inteRnal audit
 9 impRovement initiatives
 10 communication
 11 ResouRce competency
 12 costs
 13 integRation

woRld class
highest
aveRage
lowest
example
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1

when assessing the effectiveness 
of key business pRocesses, a spideR 
diagRam is a useful tool.

u
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The techniques used to manage enterprise 
risks vary depending upon the nature of 
those risks and the level at which they are 
being addressed. As a result, generic risk 
management solutions can rarely be applied. 

DNV’s approach is to understand the specific 
issues impacting the business, then to work 
with clients to design a bespoke solution 
that addresses the hierarchy of risks,  
in terms of people, plant and processes.  
We believe that the successful management 
of risks can be summed up in one key  
principle: the application of robust systems 
by competent people. With our teams of 
experts around the world and our extensive 
refining and petrochemicals industry experi-
ence, we can design customised solutions for 
your operations. 

systematic oveRview

Enterprise risk management enables you to 
systematically identify, balance and control 
your portfolio of business risks, aligning your 

risk profile with your risk appetite. DNV 
understands risk at all levels, from technical 
detail through to long-term business strategy. 
Our skilled facilitators work with your organi-
sation to provide the desired systematic over-
view. We focus on delivering value adding 
solutions by combining technical and business 
under standing. 

Our teams combine business and technical 
expertise to develop solutions that provide a 
comprehensive assessment of clients’ business 
challenges and opportunities. We provide 
independent reports, monitoring and advisory 
services for:

Company-wide risk managementXu

Project and portfolio risk managementXu

Change management and process Xu

improvement

Buyer and seller due diligenceXu

Risk management software toolsXu

Robust Risk management

Our approach leads to robust risk management 
in all phases of the enterprise activity. This 
results in benefits such as:

A clear understanding of the enterprise Xu

risks and their manifestations

Robust and well implemented systems for Xu

managing these risks

Employees who integrate risk manage-Xu

ment into their normal activities

Demonstration of risk management  Xu

performance to stakeholders

Confidence that the risk profile is under-Xu

stood and monitored in accordance with 
the risk management plan

Managing risks and  
maximising opportunities
Because complexity, uncertainty and change are inherent to the refining 
and petrochemicals sector, the risk profile of every enterprise is constantly 
evolving. DNV helps you identify, understand and manage each of the 
component risks, to maximise opportunities and avoid or mitigate losses.

eNTeRpRise RisK maNagemeNT

dnv helps you meet public 
expectations by managing risks.

conocophillips commissioned DNV to assess 
its mechanical integrity (mi) systems and the 
management processes in its worldwide opera-
tions. The aim of the assessment was to identify 
breakthrough improvement opportunities that 
could contribute to conocophillips’ corporate 
objective of improving its mi management 
systems.

DNV and conocophillips jointly developed an 
assessment protocol for the project. it covered 
all the elements of best practice in mechanical 
integrity. The assessment protocol consisted of 
questions, issues and guidance, which addres-
sed specific mechanical integrity policies, work 

processes, procedures and practices. it also 
included key elements of a management 
system that supports a robust mechanical 
integrity programme.  

Based on the protocol developed at the 
beginning of the project, DNV carried out an 
assessment. This consisted of a combination 
of interviews and group workshops with key 
managers, supervisors, technical staff, oper-
ators and maintenance staff. We also 
assessed the condition of the plant and 
equipment, via physical inspections and 
reviews of documentation.

case:

coNocophillips
peRfoRmance 
Review

| | 
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cRitical issue:
identifying current status of global asset base.

solution:
Bespoke audit protocol and assessment of sites.

deliveRable:
performance improvement strategies.

value deliveRed: 
improved management system that captured 
conocophillips’ ‘best practices’.

| 

Redefining objectives

DNV’s approach to SHE management bal-
ances economic, social and environmental 
objectives. We redefine the traditional idea 
of value creation from pure maximisation 
of shareholders’ financial return, to the 
wider responsibility of honouring the interests 
of society at large. We apply risk based meth-
ods, deep industry knowledge and advanced 
software tools, to ensure that threats are 
identified and risks are managed in a cost-
effective manner. DNV works with you to 
develop, implement, maintain and continually 
improve best practices in managing safety, 
health and environmental (SHE) risks. We 
design our approach in a manner governed 
by your requirements and guided by the full 
range of DNV’s capabilities and experience. 

an integRated appRoach

DNV provides an integrated consulting serv-
ice, combining technical expertise and 
advanced risk methodologies with manage-

ment consulting skills. Our cross-disciplinary 
team of highly qualified engineers, economists, 
psychologists and human factors experts, 
supported by world class risk assessment soft-
ware, is uniquely qualified to meet your 
needs. We invest heavily in research and 
development, working closely with industry 
bodies and regulatory authorities.

We provide the following solutions:

Risk-based decision supportXu

Management systems and performance Xu

measurement
Environmental risk assessment and Xu

impact assessment
Incident/accident investigationXu

Advanced risk simulation and modellingXu

Human factors and safety cultureXu

Process safetyXu

Occupational safetyXu

Our consultants apply their experience to 
help you identify, understand and manage 
the sources of risk within your organisation. 

Their advice ensures that you make the appro-
priate strategic and operational decisions 
related to SHE issues. 

complete Risk management

DNV helps customers manage their SHE 
risks throughout the life cycle of their 
projects and operations. We deliver solutions, 
from idea conception through option 
screening, development, operation, change 
and realisation. This helps clients demonstrate 
improved safety and environmental per-
formance, ensure sustainable development 
and improve financial performance.

Managing the risks of  
major hazards industries
a new risk agenda is emerging for hazardous industries, as stakeholders’ 
expectations regarding safety, health and the environment (she) 
manage ment have increased. compliance with local legal requirements 
for she performance is no longer sufficient for responsible organisations.

she RisK maNagemeNT

effective risk management 
requires both consulting 
and technical expertise.
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In the refining and petrochemical industries, 
hazards related to the management of process 
systems are significant. Yet companies  often 
have a poor understanding of how these risks 
are manifested and how they can be man-
aged effectively.

Tools for evaluating process risks and main-
taining the integrity of equipment have been 
available and continuously refined by experi-
ence over decades. However, many organisa-
tions lack a holistic approach to managing 
process risks. This is due to a lack of awareness 
of the impact of process hazards, a belief that 
good performance in managing occupation 
health and safety equates to good performance 
in managing process safety, and a lack of a 
clear measure of performance.

pRocess safety management 

Traditionally, ‘Process Safety Management’ 
(PSM) has been linked to programmes 
developed in the USA, which provide solid 

management structures but do not incorporate 
risk analysis. Conversely, European goal-
setting legislation has driven risk assessment 
to the forefront, but has lacked robust man-
agement support structures. A hybrid of the 
two approaches is emerging that integrates 
risk evaluation into a robust management 
structure.

Current trends towards integrated enterprise 
risk management systems lend themselves to 
the incorporation of process safety as a category 
of business exposure. Such systems provide 
mechanisms for assuring improvement of 
ongoing performance and for monitoring 
residual risk exposures. Mechanisms for evalu-
ation, control and monitoring of process risks 
need to be added. Awareness of exposures 
and their precursors among management and 
workforce also need to be built.

Typically, we help clients to develop several 
areas of their PSM approach:

Maintaining information on plant design, Xu

plant operation and process materials, to 
support process risk evaluation and 
management
Managing risk after changes to equip-Xu

ment, process technology, organisations 
and procedures
Ensuring exposures are understood and Xu

priorities defined 
Ensuring that process safety risk is opti-Xu

mised when commissioning new systems
Codifying best practices for managing Xu

process risk in plants
Maintaining asset integrity by providing Xu

a firm risk basis for optimum perform-
ance of process safety barriers

Managing process  
risks confidently 
effective management of process safety is a significant concern for the 
industry. in the current business environment, failure to manage process 
risks can have severe consequences. Developing solutions is simple, but 
implementing them is far more challenging.

pRocess safeTy maNagemeNT

Kuwait oil company (Koc) asked DNV to  
conduct a due diligence study of facilities that 
Koc intended to assume joint operation of, 
in cooperation with the aramco gulf oil 
company. The facilities, located at al Khafji 
in the Neutral Zone between Kuwait and 
saudi arabia, consisted of a complex network 
of satellite wellhead platforms, flow stations, 
bridged-link platform processing complex, 
submarine pipelines, on shore processing, 
storage and loading stations.

Koc wanted to understand what liabilities it 
would be exposed to in resuming ownership 
and operational responsibility of the assets. DNV 
carried out a detailed due diligence study, 

including a combination of interviews, physical 
equipment inspections, as well as document 
and data reviews. We conducted initial site inter-
views with key department managers, followed 
by detailed interviews with senior engineering 
and technical personnel. We also reviewed 
selected inspection and maintenance histories, 
to understand internal deterioration mecha-
nisms and equipment reliability.

Based on this work, DNV produced a com-
prehensive report for Koc, which detailed 
the condition of the facility, identified oppor-
tunities for improvement and highlighted 
future investment needs.

case:

KUWaiT oil  
compaNy
facilities due 
diligence

| | 

process safety 
management is a 
complex but critical task.
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cRitical issue: 
identify potential liabilities.

solution: 
comprehensive due diligence process.

deliveRable:
Report on asset condition and future investment 
requirements.

value:
established risks and opportunities.

| 

| RefiNiNg aND peTRochemicals | 

expeRtise in psm

DNV’s world-class expertise in technical risk 
evaluation, asset integrity management and 
management system development, makes us 
a natural partner for addressing process 
safety risks. 

We work with clients in every area of the 
process industry. This broad exposure enables 
us to continually improve our knowledge, 
tools and methodologies. DNV is able to 
draw on this expertise to address the specific 
needs of each client when developing and 
implementing improvements to Process 
Safety Management systems.

managing complexity

By its nature, process safety impacts the entire 
range of business activity in a large refining 
and petrochemical organisation. As a result, 
implementing Process Safety Management  
is a complex affair. Awareness of the key  
interfaces between management functions is  

critical in ensuring that risk controls are man-
aged coherently.

Consequently, flexible framework models and 
interface mapping are useful for identifying 
linkages, then reinforcing and ensuring an 
effective flow of information across them. The 
performance of Process Safety Management 
activities is assessed against standards that 
incorporate communication and behavioural 
expec tations.

building capability

Typically, new skills are required to improve 
Process Safety Management in organisa-
tions. These largely relate to the technical 
management of process risk controls. 
Although some of this expertise is usually 
outsourced, developing in-house capability 
is essential for supporting strategic and 
operational decision making.

demonstRating peRfoRmance

The measurement of process safety perform-
ance requires a two-pronged approach:

Assessing the effectiveness of the manage-Xu

ment system
Measuring its implementation, through Xu

the performance of on-site risk manage-
ment controls

DNV has distilled its broad expertise into 
creating the isrs7 PSM Omega tool, which 
assesses process safety in the context of the 
entire business management system. This is 
linked to a Physical Barrier Assessment 
(PBA) that evaluates the adequacy of hard-
ware controls. The result is a performance 
comparison against industry best practice, 
benchmarking against peers and a clear 
map of the route to improvement.

TOP
EVENT
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u

safeguaRd

safety cRitical element

Responsible peRson
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DNV has developed a unique methodology 
to forecast the long-term production per-
formance of complex assets. This methodology 
has been applied to many existing and new 
facilities, including refineries, petrochemical 
plants, distribution networks, transportation 
systems and product supply chains. The out-
come of these studies is used to identify overall 
efficiencies, maximise production, and optimize 
return on capital. It also helps identify feasi-
bility challenges in expansion projects and 
rank revamping opportunities as a function 
of added value and cost. 

dynamic simulation

To forecast the overall long-term performance 
of a complex asset, the interactions of many 
factors must be assessed in an integrated 
manner. To do this, DNV uses dynamic simu-
lations at several levels:

Equipment reabilityXu

Unit utilisationXu

Production efficiencyXu

The objectives and benefits of this analysis 
depend on the type of asset being analysed, 
typical objectives are:

Asset design optimisation (e.g. storage, Xu

unit capacity, equipment configuration/
sparing)

Asset operations optimisation (e.g. mainte-Xu

nance philosophy, inventory management, 
product export, load shedding rules)

Identification of bottlenecks and key Xu

performance drivers

Setting of performance targets (e.g. where Xu

to focus reliability improvement efforts)

Evaluation and prioritisation of invest-Xu

ment opportunities (based on economic 
calculation such as NPV or life cycle cost)

moRe Realistic simulation

The performance forecasting methodology 
and the dynamic simulation technique ensure 
that all factors that could potentially influence 
production are included in the analysis. This 

produces a more realistic picture of future 
asset performance. The methodology provides 
insights into the performance drivers of the 
asset and answers difficult questions, such as:

Do we have more than the optimum Xu

storage needed to protect against feed 
unavailability? 

Do we have a reliable hydrogen supply?Xu

What is the impact of a 1% increase in Xu

hydrotreater unit availability?

Will we achieve the target plant Xu

utilisation?

What is the impact on the overall asset Xu

performance of adding or removing spare 
equipment?

Will it be possible to meet customers’ Xu

demands for products?

What impact will the planned revamp Xu

have on asset performances?

Performance forecasting in 
the downstream industry
accurately predicting production from assets is vital in order to estimate 
future cash flows. DNV’s performance forecasting methodology enables 
more accurate predictions by taking into account all factors that can 
impact asset productivity.

opTimisiNg asseT DesigN aND opeRaTioNs

DNV has assisted a major energy company in 
assessing alternative refinery revamp and 
expansion options, in order to ensure that the 
final design chosen met the venture’s business 
and production objectives. The project included 
the installation of several new process units and 
the modification of several existing ones.

We developed a comprehensive performance 
model of the refinery, along with its utility and 
crude delivery systems. The performance 
model accurately captured all of the complex 
issues that determine the performance of 
refinery complexes: equipment/unit reliability, 
maintenance strategies, yields and material 
balance, storage and inventory management, 

impact of utilities systems and support units, 
operational flexibility and external system con-
straints, such as feed/export limitations. in 
addition to the refinery-wide performance 
model, DNV constructed detailed performance 
models for each of the new and revamped 
process units. We also completed detailed 
QRa analyses.

This modeling process helped us to establish the 
capability of the revamped complex to deliver 
high value products under a variety of alternative 
revamp scenarios. We tested the business impact 
of alternative scenarios and determined the opti-
mum solutions to various design issues that could 
arise during the life of the project.

case:

RefiNiNg compaNy
peRfoRmance
analysis

| | 

we develop comprehensive 
forecasts for complex systems.
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cRitical issue:
assessing performance of refinery revamp options.

solution
Developed objective, reliable method of predicting 
outcomes.

key deliveRables
advanced performance models.

value to client
maximize value of revamp.

| 

DNV works closely with clients to understand 
the unique characteristics of their operations 
and develop the best solutions for their assets. 
We consistently deliver solutions which ensure 
that clients meet their production goals at the 
optimum cost, without compromising safety 
and environmental performance. 

Our findings identify the leading and  
lagging indicators of asset revenue, cost  
and risk management performance and  
highlight areas for potential improvement. 
Based on this, we identify and prioritise 
improvement measures on a cost-benefit 
basis. The results are benchmarked against 
industry best practice and can be compared 
to similar asset portfolios. In this way, DNV 
can help clients to balance asset risk exposure 
against cost management performance.

We provide the following solutions:

Assessment and Benchmarking of Asset 
Opera tions

Evaluation of asset performanceXu

Benchmarking and ratingXu

Road maps for solution implementationXu

Asset Operations Management

Development of management strategies Xu

for asset operations

Development of efficient and effective Xu

work processes

Development of lifetime extension Xu

programs

Implementation of asset management Xu

processes for operational excellence

Maintenance and Inspection Management

Development of corporate asset operations Xu

philosophies

Optimisation of maintenance, spare  Xu

part and logistic support functions

Development of asset inspection Xu

programmes

SIL analysis and solutions for monitoring Xu

the integrity of safety barriers

Development of Solutions to Failures

Structured Root Cause Failure AnalysisXu

Failure investigation to develop cost-Xu

efficient solutions

Reducing risk through effective inspection Xu

and condition assessments

tangible Results

DNV’s refining and petrochemicals clients 
have benefited from our customised and inte-
grated solutions. Our work regularly creates 
increased revenue from higher production 
rates and improved safety performance 
through systematic focus and follow-up. This 
has resulted in improved reputation and better 
stakeholder relationships for our clients.

Optimising the investment  
in your assets
managers constantly seek opportunities to improve operational results 
and control the associated asset risks. companies that can operate 
assets more efficiently, reliably and safely than the competition will  
be more successful in the long run.

asseT RisK maNagemeNT

dnv helps clients improve 
the return on their assets.
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Bergen 
 Oslo

 CopenhagenEsbjerg 
 Moscow

Stavanger 
 Sandefjord

 Trondheim

Aberdeen 

London  AntwerpManchester 

 Essen

Singapore 
Kuala Lumpur 

 Jakarta

Kuwait 

 Abu Dhabi

Tripoli  

Tanggu 

Shanghai 

 Vung Tau
Ho Chi Minh City 

 Astana

 Muscat
Doha 

Mumbai 

 Lagos

 Luanda

Paris 

DNV serves the energy industry from more than 40 primary 
locations worldwide. in addition, we draw on DNV’s entire 
worldwide network of 300 offices in 100 countries.

DNV locations



| RefiNiNg aND peTRochemicals | 

Houston 

Halifax 

Columbus 

Rio de Janeiro  Macaé

São Paulo 

Buenos Aires 

Salvador 

 St. John’s

 

 Calgary

 Porto Alegre

Trinidad



DNV
Veritasveien 1 
NO-1322 Høvik, Norway
Tel: +47 67 57 99 00
Fax: +47 67 57 99 11

www.dnv.com/energy

aberdeen
cromarty house
67-72 Regent Quay 
aberdeen
aB11 5aR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1224 335000

antwerp
Duboisstraat 39 b1 
2060 antwerp
Belgium
Tel: +32 3 206 65 40
 
abu dhabi
The Towers
abu Dhabi Trade centre
Near Beach Rotana hotel
east Wing – e 108
abu Dhabi
United arab emirates
Tel: +971 2 6457580

bergen
johan Berentsensvei 109-111
No-5020 laksevåg, Bergen
Norway
Tel: +47 55 94 36 00

calgary 
Bay 123 
2340 pegasus Way Ne 
calgary
aB canada 
T2e 8m5 
Tel: +403 250 9041

columbus
5777 frantz Road
Dublin, ohio 43017-1386
Usa
Tel: +1 614 761 1214

copenhagen
Tuborg parkvej 8, 2nd floor 
DK2900 hellerup 
copenhagen 
Denmark 
Tel: +45 39 45 48 00 

houston
16340 park Ten place
suite 100
houston, TX 77084, 
Usa
Tel: +1 281 721 6600

kuala lumpur 
24th floor, menara Weld 
76, jalan Raja chulan 
50200 Kuala lumpur
malaysia 
Tel: +603 2050 2888

london 
palace house 
3 cathedral street 
london
se1 9De 
United Kingdom 
Tel: +44 207 357 6080
 
luanda 
edificio monumental 
Rua major Kanhangulo, nº 290
2º andar 
luanda 
angola
Tel: +244 222 391 631

oslo
Veritasveien 1 
No-1322 høvik
Norway
Tel: +47 67 57 99 00

paris
centre Bfi, Tour aReVa, 
92084 paris la Defense cedex
paris
france
Tel: +33 1 47 96 46 36

moscow
Business-center  
“country park”
3rd floor, panfilova 19
141407 moscow Region
Khimki, moscow
Russian federation
Tel: +7 495 739 4833

mumbai
emgeen chambers,  
10, c.s.T. Road, 
Vidyanagari, Kalina 
santacruz east
mumbai 400098
india
Tel: +91 22 26650909

Rio de janeiro
Rua sete de setembro, 
111 – 12o andar 
cep 20050-006
Rio de janeiro, R.j
Brazil
Tel: +55 21 3722 7232 

shanghai
house No. 9,  
1591 hong Qiao Road
shanghai 200336
china
Tel: +86 21 3208 4518

singapore
DNV Technology centre
10 science park Drive
singapore 118224
singapore
Tel: +65 6779 1266 

stavanger 
Bjergstedveien 1 
No-4007 stavanger 
Norway 
Tel: +47 51 50 60 00

dnv eneRgy main offices:
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